
 

 

Spotlight welcomes Alltainer 

Today is the first day of trading for Alltainer, they sell furnished sea containers that can 

be used for homes, for example. It is the first company in the industrial sector to be listed 

on the Spotlight Stock Market this year. 

  

Alltainer manufacture, market and sell containers to be used as homes, bars and sanitation 

facilities. All standard solutions are manufactured by Alltainer in its own factory in Asia. 

 

The company's largest market is the US, but containers are also sold in Sweden and the rest of 

Europe. 

 

Jakob Kesje, CEO Alltainer says “With the listing of Alltainer, we will receive valuable financing 

that will contribute to increased production volumes as well as profitability. At the same time, 

Alltainer can offer the investors a share in a company, where many milestones already have 

been passed. Volume sales is our next milestone. The listing will also make Alltainer more 

visible on the market, both in terms of company attractiveness as well as promoting our 

products. In the upcoming years we invite our investors to join us on an exciting journey, 

welcome aboard.” 

 

The offer was subscribed for a total of about SEK 10.3 million, which corresponds to a 

subscription rate of 129%. 
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“We are thrilled to have a company with such an innovative business idea joining Spotlight 

Stock Market and look forward to see what the future holds”, says Emelie Jarnesten, Head of 

Business Operations Spotlight. 
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Jenny Sondal, CMO Spotlight 

+46 70 7749303, js@spotlightstockmarket.com 

 
ABOUT SPOTLIGHT 

Spotlight is the marketplace where investors and growth companies meet. At Spotlight it is 

easier and safer for companies to be listed. We offer an overall solution that increase the 

visibility for our companies through unique media collaborations. Investors get through Spotlight 

the opportunity to become shareholders in approximately 170 growth companies from different 

businesses and countries, among those are Freetrailer, Bahnhof and Synthetic MR. 
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